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She has completed 120 hours of horticulture courses with the New York
Botanical Gardens for her Certificate of Gardening. She also managed &
operated her family’s farm store / garden center for 10 years and has
home-gardened alongside her mother since she was little. Her knowledge
comes mostly from hands-on experience and her own trials and errors.
She has a deep passion for plants and loves how gardening can calm her
mind and keep her in the present moment. Cultivating  her flowers is a
form of therapy.

Christine has been growing dahlias for 5 years at her family farm.  
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she runs her own motherhood &
lifestyle blog, most days you can
find her sharing behind the
scenes real life on her Instagram! 
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https://www.instagram.com/christinemcovino/
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DAHLIAS! The most beautiful flower of
Summer and Fall. Few flowers can contend
with the beauty of dahlias – their large, billowy
blooms, some with hundreds of petals, and
colors ranging from whites to pinks to purples
to burgundies to corals to yellows.

THE DAHLIA HANDBOOK 
 

Flowering for months, they inject color and
drama anywhere you grow them – in the
landscape, in mixed borders in the garden or in
containers. Depending on the variety and your
location you can find them for sale at farm
stands from July through November.

They are available in a wide variety of bloom
sizes, shapes, and colors. Flowers can be as
small as 2" in diameter and range all the way up
to one foot. They can be single flowering
(Mignon, Anemone, Colorette) or double
flowering (Cactus, Decorative, Ball Pompon,
Dinner Plate) and as plants, they range from
one foot to six feet tall!

In addition to being widely beloved and
excelling in variety, dahlias are actually very
easy to grow and do well both in the ground
and in large containers. They are generally
grown as annuals in zones 3-7 and perennial in
zones 8-11. With over 20,000 varieties in
existence, and more new hybrids coming out
each year, it can be overwhelming to choose a
favorite! 
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Read on as I share all my tips and tricks for
planting, cultivating, and harvesting
beautiful, organically-grown Dahlias! 
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Single dahlias with defined
centers, about 3" bloom diameter.
My favorite is this mix from Eden
Brothers.

Anemone and Colarette

TYPES OF DAHLIAS:
DAHLIA FLOWER FORMS GROWN FROM TUBERS

Ball and Pompon
Compact, prefect globe-shaped
blooms with quilled petals, 2-4"
bloom diameter. Favorites are
'Jowey Winnie,' 'Bonanza,'
'Burlesca' and 'Cornell.'

Cactus
Big flower heads with wiry, curled
petals. Not my favorite form, but
'Bora Bora' is pretty.

Double dahlias with broad, flat-
tipped petals. Favorites are 'Brown
Sugar,' 'Eveline' and 'Karma
Chocolate.'

 

Decorative Dinner Plate
Big, decadent blooms with wavy
petals, ranging from 8-12" in
diameter. Favorites are 'Cafe au
Lait' and 'Labyrinth.'

Semi-cactus
Defined by slightly curled/wiry
petals (not as exaggerated as
Cactus), favorites are 'Henriette,'
'Verda' and 'Surprise.'

 

First I wanted to offer a quick guide to the different types of dahlias out there to help you
choose what's best for you! Listed below are some of the most popular categories you might see
on retail websites, plus I noted a few of my personal favorites..

https://www.edenbrothers.com/store/anemone-mix-dahlia-bulbs.html
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WHAT ARE TUBERS?
Simply put, a tuber is a root. More specifically, it's a swollen storage organ that develops from
elongated stem tissue or a rhizome.

My favorite kinds of dahlias are grown from tubers, they can be planted directly into the
garden when the danger of frost has passed (more on that below!). Dahlia tubers consist of a
stumpy stem or stems with several swollen "roots" attached underneath (they look like
potatoes). The dahlia plant's stems will grow from shoots, also know as eyes, coming from the
crown. The crown is where all the stems and swollen parts meet.

They're kind of unsightly and remind me of organs, like a heart, but with a little time, love and
care, they will grow into some of the most beautiful flowers!

DAHLIA SEEDS VS. TUBERS
 Most gardeners are used to growing

dahlias from tubers but seeds are another
option. The flower heads are not nearly as
gigantic or impressive (only 2-3") and the
plants are much more compact so they are 
 mostly used as container and bedding
annuals.

Dahlias grown from seed, though smaller,
are bright, compact and easy to grow, plus 
 come in a wide array of colors! Some of my
favorites are Coltness, Early Bird, Mixed
Mignon and Unwins Bedding Dahlia. Like
tubers, all are still annuals that require
moist, well-drained soil in full sun.

DAHLIA TUBER SOURCES
These are my favorite sources for purchasing dahlia tubers, I have personally bought and grown
tubers from each other these farms and they have always been super healthy!

Floret Flowers     The Flower Hat      Five Forks Farm      Eden Brothers      Tiny Hearts Farm

https://www.edenbrothers.com/store/dahlia-seeds.html?msclkid=472989d359711961ca10d70defc64bb0&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Flower%20Seeds&utm_term=dahlia%20seeds&utm_content=Dahlia%20Seeds
https://www.edenbrothers.com/store/dahlia-seeds.html?msclkid=472989d359711961ca10d70defc64bb0&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Flower%20Seeds&utm_term=dahlia%20seeds&utm_content=Dahlia%20Seeds
https://www.edenbrothers.com/store/dahlia-seeds.html?msclkid=472989d359711961ca10d70defc64bb0&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Flower%20Seeds&utm_term=dahlia%20seeds&utm_content=Dahlia%20Seeds
https://www.floretflowers.com/
https://theflowerhat.com/shop.html
https://www.fiveforkfarms.com/
https://www.edenbrothers.com/
https://tinyheartsfarm.com/dahlia-tuber-shop/


How to Grow Dahlias
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WHERE TO PLANT DAHLIAS

LOCATION TIPS

Plant in well-drained soil. Though dahlias are heavy drinkers the soil must be extremely well draining
-- heavy, moisture-holding soil can easily rot dahlia tubers. A simple fix to improve drainage is to add
compost to your soil, compost is like magic! It will make heavy, clay soil less compacted and it will
make sandy soil better at holding some moisture.

Check the soil for acidity. Dahlias like slightly acidic soil. To get your soil tested send off a sample to
your state's local agricultural extension agency -- they can test your soil and offer recommendations to
amend it depending on what you plan to grow. I highly recommend you do this especially if it's your
first time growing. If you live in New York you can visit the Cornell website for soil testing. 

Proximity to water. During the growing season dahlias like to DRINK and will want to be watered
deeply and often during the growing season so easy access to a water source is a must. Read on in the
next section for my tips on watering and irrigation.

Sun Sun and more sun. Dahlias need a ton of sun to get an abundance of those big, lush blooms, the
more sun the better but a minimum of 6 hours (preferably afternoon) is a must!

WHEN TO PLANT DAHLIAS
Dahlias are such stunners! For me the May-planted tubers bloom from early September until the first
frost which comes by mid to late October. The more you cut the more they bloom!

Your tubers can go directly into the ground when all danger of frost has past and soil temps warm up as
well as air temps, preferably to over 60 degrees at night consistently. Where I live in New York (zone
6a) this is usually mid-May. Check your USDA hardiness zone here for more information on your
zone's conditions!

http://warren.cce.cornell.edu/gardening-landscape/soils-climate/soil-testing-services
https://cce.cornell.edu/
https://planthardiness.ars.usda.gov/PHZMWeb/


Prior to planting, I amend our beds with 2-3 inches of
compost, rock phosphate, worm castings and a general
organic fertilizer (I use Neptune's Harvest 2-3-1). This mix is
tilled into the top couple inches of soil (you don’t want to
disturb too much).

HOW TO PLANT DAHLIAS
SOIL

You can also get your soil tested, most states have local
agricultural extensions where you can send a sample off for
around $50 and get a complete analysis, they will also give you
suggestions for amendments depending on what you want to
plant so it can be super helpful!

PLANT SPACING
To plant, dig a hole 4-6 inches
deep and place the tuber on its
side, horizontally with the
growing eye facing up. Once in
place, refill the hole with soil.
Dahlia tubers should be planted
roughly one foot apart down the
row, with two rows per bed. I do
three beds of dahlias and fit about
120 plants.

 If the eyes have already grown long just trim them back to about 1” - the longer sprouts tend to get
leggy so a quick trim when planting can help a ton. Did you accidentally knock the eye off while
planting? Don’t worry, it will grow back! Dahlias are extremely resilient and when they get going
they grow like weeds.
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WATERING TIP
Dahlia tubers DO NOT need water to sprout! They actually prefer it on the dry side, too much water
early on can cause tubers to rot. Wait to water dahlias until the first sprouts have emerged.

DAHLIA TUBER EYES 

https://amzn.to/3rSDFFB
https://amzn.to/3ur15Dw
https://amzn.to/3w2cwSX


How to Care for Dahlias
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WHAT TO DO AFTER PLANTING 
I know this will seem counterintuitive but it is important! Dahlia tubers *should not* be
watered until you see the first green shoots poking through the ground. Overwatering or
soaking tubers before shoots are visible can lead to tuber rot or worse, could completely kill the
tuber. It could take up to 6 weeks after planting to see those sprouts emerging from the soil. At
this time you can go through the beds, pull the mulch away from the newly emerging shoots (so
they get plenty of sunlight), and begin watering deeply.



Dahlias need a TON of water during the growing
season. Once you see the green sprouts poking
through the soil surface it is time to start
watering deeply. BE PATIENT! It could take up to
6 weeks to see sprouts! 

There is definitely an art to watering, especially
with dahlias, but there are always some obvious
signs to look out for - dry plants will be dull,
wilted and lack luster, plants that are too wet will
also wilt but they won't look dry or dull, you may
even see black start to form on their stems, stop
all watering if you see that and let the soil dry a
bit!

If possible it's best to set up irrigation (we do drip
irrigation), you can find kits at local hardware
stores or Dripworks.com. We run two lines of
drip irrigation per row and then mulch over the
top with a thick layer of clean straw (not hay) to
help keep the water from evaporating.

While this process is labor intensive on the front
end, once the tubers are planted, and provided
drip irrigation and mulch, I do very little to them
for the remainder of the season besides watch the
weather and turn the water on or off.
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WATERING DAHLIAS
 

When you don’t give dahlias enough water you
might also see flower mutation later on when
they start to bloom. A light mist will not work
with these flowers, you want to really soak the
soil deeply and regularly. This is why I irrigate!

IRRIGATION
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Start weeding early and use some sort of mulch
to help suppress the weeds before they get out
of control. It's time consuming on the front
end but will be so worth it during the season. If
dahlias get buried in weeds it could prevent
them from flowering.

WEEDING DAHLIAS
Hand-weeding plus mulching, as tedious as it is, is
the best way to weed especially if you are trying to
avoid chemical weed suppressants.Using a
Japanese hand hoe has cut down significantly on
time and effort I spend weeding. 

https://amzn.to/3uJkmjI
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As the dahlias start to grow
through early summer, I apply
Neptune’s Harvest fish emulsion
to the young plants weekly. I like
this one because it is a foliar feed
mixture of kelp and fish
emulsion that promotes strong
plant growth and helps combat
disease. Regular feeding and
correct plant spacing for
adequate air flow has helped my
plants stay as healthy as possible
and ward off any fungus like
powdery mildew.

FERTILIZING
DAHLIAS

If you just have a few plants as opposed to a field you can go with a regular bud and bloom
fertilizer. As dahlias grow they crave low nitrogen and higher phosphorous and potassium.
This one from amazon is a great option.

Be sure to stop fertilizing once
your Dahlias start to bud!

 

https://amzn.to/3mDL4HK
https://amzn.to/3mDL4HK
https://amzn.to/3rTvl8H
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PINCHING DAHLIAS
Once dahlia plants are between 8-12 inches tall,
or have grown about 4-5 leaf sets, I give them a
hard pinch (snip the top 3-4 leaf sets of the
central shoot just above a new set of leaves)
which encourages more branching, increased
stem count and longer overall stem length.

The process of pinching can often feel
counterintuitive and scary, but by pinching back
the main stems, you’re telling the plant to start
producing more branches at the base, which will
result in a lot more usable flower stems over the
course of the season. Pinching also helps to
prevent the plant from creating extra- large,
unmanageably thick stems. If left to grow
without pinching, dahlia stems can grow as
thick as a broom handle and only create and
handful of blooms versus hundreds! 
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Now that you have been loving on your dahlia 
 plants and giving them lots of sun, food and
water I'm sure they are thriving! Big, healthy
plants require sturdy staking and by far my
favorite method is "corralling" -- supporting
them with twine and wooden stakes. We
pound wooden stakes (or you can use metal t-
posts) every four feet along the outside edge of
the beds and then string multiple layers of
bailing twine horizontally in order to support
the dahlias. We start early when the plants are
young, they can get out of control faster than
you think! 

STAKING AND SUPPORTING DAHLIAS
I have heard of some gardeners/farmers using the
Hortonova method which is basically flower
netting stretched horizontally between posts, but
I've heard that removing it at the end of the season
was a nightmare, I've never tried it personally
because I am happy with the corralling method.

For home gardeners growing only a few plants, try
placing a tall, sturdy post next to the tubers at
planting time so you can tie up stems as they grow,
much like you would a tomato plant.
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PESTS AND DISEASES
The pests and diseases you will deal with
depends mostly on what part of the country
you’re in. In my garden, potato leaf hoppers and
tarnished plant bug do the most damage. Look
for leaf hopper damage beginning in early June
and give your plants a shake to see if any jump
off. Leaf hoppers love hot, dry weather, so
keeping your plants misted can help deter them.
There are not any great organic controls for
these pests, but keeping healthy, organic soils
and plants will attract beneficial insects that in-
turn attack and control (naturally) both
leafhoppers and TPB.

Earwigs though are my personal nemesis with
dahlias; they always seem to be lurking, ready to
chomp my perfect blooms. What I've found is
that the healthier the plants, the less insect and
disease pressure we experience, so I do a lot of
work to keep plants healthy and well-watered
from day one. Just like the human body, the
stronger our immune system, the less likely we
are to get sick.

For earwigs I sprinkle Sluggo Plus around the
plants (certified organic and safe to be used
around children and pets). For aphids I use
neem oil and also make my own insecticidal
soap/essential oil spray. We will also add
nematodes and beneficial insects into the
garden to provide a natural predatory control.

Ample spacing and air flow are the best bet
against fungi like powdery mildew, although
organic anti-fungal sprays are always available
at garden centers. While ugly, mildew won’t
affect all varieties equally. Rather than spray,
you can choose to only grow dahlias not
susceptible to mildew.

https://amzn.to/3rUsBYm
https://christinecovinoblog.com/diy-garden-pest-repellant-spray/
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Dahlias like to spread out and they grow
ginormous root systems, the ground is
definitely where they want to be! However, if
you want to try a container I would go with one
that has a diameter of no less than 20" and at
least a 5 gallon volume.

GROWING DAHLIAS IN CONTAINERS
A tip for containers, they usually dry out faster than
the ground so just be sure to keep an extra-vigilant
eye on them for watering! You'll also want to use a
container-specific soil mixture, ground soil is often
too dense for containers and their limited drainage
capabilities.



Harvesting Dahlias &
Vase Life Care
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Dahlias are not known for their long vase life,
they are pretty ephemeral once cut. But their
big, beautiful, and colorful flower heads make
up for their fleeting existence.

The best thing you can do for long vase life is
keeping plants well hydrated trough the
growing season and harvesting them at the
proper stage. Harvest blooms when the flower
buds are almost fully open since dahlias don’t
unfurl much after they’ve been harvested. If
you wait until the bloom is too ripe they’ll
shatter and drop their petals quickly. Check
the back of each flower head looking for firm
and lush petals; papery or slightly dehydrated-
looking ones on the backs signal old age.

Cut dahlias in the cool of the morning or
evening and place stems directly into hot water
(70-80 degrees) with floral preservative for best
vase life. Don’t be afraid to cut deep into the
plant, it's ok to remove unopened side buds
along with the main bloom, just be sure to
leave several leaf sets at the bottom of the
stem. Cutting dahlias is very intuitive -- cut
long stems and be rewarded with more long
stems; cut short stems and get short stems
back. Leave flowers in the warm water bucket
and allow the water to cool to room temp
before arranging with them. For larger-scale
operations store stems in a cooler for about 12
hours before arranging or selling. Vase life can
be 5 – 10 days depending on variety.



Overwintering
Dahlia Tubers
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Before digging up any tubers, we remove all
of the stakes/posts, string, and irrigation,
and then we cut the plants back to the
ground. We use a pitch fork instead of a
spade because it allows the soil to disengage
easily from the clumps. Loosen the soil
around the clump and gently lift it out of the
ground, being careful not to break off the
ends of the tuber clumps.

We brush away and shake off any excess soil
and allow the tubers to cure for a few days and
then remove any damaged or thinner-than-a-
pencil tubers. I personally don't like washing
the soil off  but that is an ok option also. Store
tubers in bulb crates in sawdust, peat moss,
vermiculite or a similar medium. These
mediums help to keep just the right amount of
hydration so the tubers don't rot but also don't
shrivel from dryness during storage. I have
even heard of some people saran-wrapping
individual tubers, let me know if you try! Keep
tubers in a dark room and between 40-50
degrees all winter. Make sure to label your
varieties and check tubers monthly for signs of
rot, toss any that are rotting!

In our zone, tubers must be dug and stored
over the winter. Once frost has killed your
plant, cut the plant back to about 6” and wait
two weeks to dig the tubers (they’ll mature
and harden underground.) Digging usually
occurs in late October or early November here
in southern NY.
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DIGGING AND STORING TUBERS
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DIVIDING TUBERS

Dividing can happen in the fall or spring. It’s
easier in the fall when tubers are softer and
you may be able to see the eyes easier, but
you’re risking easier rotting. Spring dividing
can be harder because tubers are hardened 
 and leathery from storage and the eyes may
not be showing yet, but it works for the lazy
gardener like me!

To divide tuber clumps you’ll need some
sharp pruners, good lighting, and a heavy-
duty pair of loppers. Begin by splitting the
large clump in half with either loppers or
sharp pruners which will leave you with
smaller, more workable pieces.

A viable dahlia tuber must have a piece of
crown with at least one eye (tiny red node),
these get easierto recognize with practice and
patience. When dividing don’t expect to save
every tuber. Three to five tubers from a clump
is a good goal. Allow fresh cuts to dry
overnight before storing or planting.
Remember that size doesn’t matter much –
each variety has different looking tubers and
very large plants can grow from little tubers!
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Good Luck Friend! 

Getting your initial stock pile of dahlias
started is often a financial investment, but
once you have a good base, each single tuber
will produce 5-10 more tubers by season’s
end. You’ll be swimming in flowers and
excess tubers in no time if you store and
divide well.

I am so glad you took the time to learn more
about growing these stunner flowers,
whether you grow for pleasure or profit
dahlias are always a good choice. During the
fall months, there really is no site more
spectacular than a patch of brilliantly colored
dahlias in full, rolling bloom!
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Dahlia Resources
 Soil and Soil Testing 
 
Each state (and usually each county) has an extension agency that can test your soil and
offer recommendations for improving it. A quick web search for soil testing in your state
should guide you to your extension agency. 
For my fellow New Yorkers, visit https://cce.cornell.edu/
 
To find out your soil type: 
USDA NRCS Web Soil Survey -
https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm
 
Insect ID
 
Bug Finder - 
https://www.insectidentification.org/bugfinder-start.asp
 
Garden Insects of North America by Whitney Cranshaw and David Shetlar (great book) 
 
Dahlia Specific
 
The American Dahlia Society - 
https://www.dahlia.org/
(More than you ever wanted to know about dahlia classifications, growing, etc) 
 
Tuber Finder - 
https://dahliaaddict.com/
(If you’re looking for a particular variety, this search engine will tell you where you can buy
it) 
 
Where-to-pinch info - 
https://blog.longfield-gardens.com/how-and-why-to-pinch-your-dahlias/
(Great pinching how-to with clear photos) 

https://cce.cornell.edu/
https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm
https://www.insectidentification.org/bugfinder-start.asp
https://cce.cornell.edu/
https://www.dahlia.org/
https://dahliaaddict.com/
https://blog.longfield-gardens.com/how-and-why-to-pinch-your-dahlias/

